Supply Chain Management as a Competitive Advantage of Fast Moving Consumer Goods SMEs in South Africa
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Abstract: The supply chain management strategy adoption by enterprises in the last four decades, has made enterprises more customer-centric, as they focus on product flow from source to the ultimate end-user. Consequently, the phrase ‘customer is king’ has become synonymous with good customer service. The study explored the coordinated supply chain processes as a competitive advantage for the South African small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) of fast moving consumer goods (FMCGs). The study was grounded in the theory of competitive advantage and qualitative research methodology and constructivism research paradigm were used. The SMEs from Gauteng province, which is the South Africa’s leading economic hub provided the sample for the study. Non-probability sampling was used in selecting the participants of the study who were the owner/managers of the SMEs. The interview covered enterprise relationship with suppliers of fast moving consumer goods (FMCGs) and third-party logistics (3PL) transportation service. The recorded interviews were transcribed, translated, coded and analysed via content analysis to determine the outcome of the study. The results indicated that SCM improved cost-effectiveness through savings on 3PL transportation service optimisation shared amongst the SMEs, and improved customer service, through enhanced supplier-customer relationship that maintained continuous flow of products/services.
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1. Introduction

The adoption of supply chain management (SCM) in the last four decades has enhanced competitiveness of firms including small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). The enhancement of supplier/customer information sharing speeded-up product flow through the distribution channels to the end-customers, providing competitiveness to enterprises [15]. An exploration of supply chain management as a competitive advantage of the SMEs trading in grocery and apparel in South Africa was conducted in Gauteng province, which is the leading economic hub in the country [23]. The supply chain networks of the selected SMEs were reviewed from the suppliers through distribution channels comprising of grocery and apparel stores, and the 3PL transportation service providers.

Some of the factors that led to competitive advantage of enterprises comprised ability to differentiate from the competitor’s products, and operating at the lowest cost with higher margin [2]. Other factors included supplier-customer collaboration, enhanced SCM activities such as procurement, production, sales forecasting and delivery of end-products [28].

The supplier-customer relationship and enhanced information flow through electronic data interchange (EDI) and internet build a collaborative relationship that is beneficial to the supply chain partners [25]. Logistics management which is a component of SCM ensures that materials and products are delivered timeously, at the right place, at the required quantity and at the right cost [1]. The third-party logistics (3PL) companies that provide transportation or transportation and warehousing services are preferred for reliability and cost-saving in the supply chain [19].

The study pursued qualitative research methodology and constructivism paradigm in the exploration process.
study was underpinned in Porter’s theory of competitive advantage.

2. Theoretical Framework

The study was grounded in the theory of competitive advantage which preceded enterprises’ competitiveness [21]. The competitive advantage theory emphasised on cost leadership and differentiation. Some of the traits of cost leadership include “high efficiency and capacity utilisation, low-cost base use of bargaining power to negotiate production costs and access to distribution channels”. The improved performance areas are the basis of value creation for customers, while differentiation in an organisation include “research, development and innovation, superior product quality, recognisable branding and distribution channels”[11].

The fast moving consumer goods SMEs in South Africa practiced both cost and differentiation traits of competitive advantage theory, as they pooled together the transportation service to save cost and enhanced customer service through continuous product availability to the end-customers [6].

3. Literature Review

The literature focused on the role of SCM of fast moving consumer goods SMEs in Gauteng province, South Africa, FMCGs suppliers of grocery and apparel and the third-party logistics (3PL) transportation service providers. The use of technology is ultimate for successful supply chains [27]. Hence, the use of technology in the South African SMEs was expressed, mainly the computers and smart phones for the provision of internet connectivity for placing orders and the computes for inventory control [20]. The SMEs in South Africa are categorised as businesses that has a turnover of about ZAR 64 million per annum [18].

3.1. Supply Chain Management (SCM)

The Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals (CSCMP) provided a fitting definition that states: “Supply chain management encompasses the planning and management of all activities involved in sourcing and procurement, conversion and all logistics management activities. It also includes coordination and collaboration with channel planners, which can be suppliers, intermediaries, third-party service providers and customers. In essence, supply chain management integrates supply and demand management within and across companies” [19]. Supply chain is a “network of businesses that participate through the linkages of both upstream and downstream in distinct business processes and activities used to create value in the form of products and services for the end-customer” [4].

As competition increases among retailers, the supply chain optimisation is enhanced, increasing value for the customers/consumers [5]. The core functions of supply chain include operations, sales/marketing, order processing, transportation, distribution, inventory and materials management, finance, and customer service. These functions constitute supply chain network from supply side through operations or manufacturing to the demand side [17]. The supply chain network of grocery SMEs in South Africa is in three levels that comprise the FMCGs and wholesaler suppliers; 3PL transportation providers; and the grocery SMEs as the customers.

3.2. Logistics Management

Logistics management is a leading component of SCM concerned with transportation and warehousing functions. The CSCMP defined of logistics management as “that part of supply chain management that plans, implements, and controls the efficient, effective forward and reverse flow and storage of goods, services and related information between the point of origin and the point of consumption in order to meet customers’ requirements”. The definition is also summarised as “the management of inventory, at rest or in motion” [26]. The South African manufacturers/suppliers are geographically scattered and far from customers, rendering supply chain process complex and expensive, which require innovative strategies to build competitiveness and increase profit [12].

3.3. Reverse Logistics

Reverse logistics comprise that “part of returns management that plans, implements and controls the efficient, effective flow of goods and related information from a point of consumption back to a point origin in order to recapture value or properly dispose of the goods” [19]. These are returns to the suppliers from the customers/consumers for the purpose of replacement or refurbishment for resale. Reverse logistics which is also referred as “return management” is the backward flow of goods from customers in the supply chain occurring when goods are returned by the end-consumer or by business customer within the supply chain [28]. In managing product returns, an enterprise creates value by saving on possible wastage, which is a competitive advantage [24]. Businesses can achieve competitive advantage through improved operational performance in SCM and financial management [30].

The South African FMCGs retailers operate in low margin business environment and value recovery from reverse logistics is a deserved opportunity.

3.4. Fast Moving Consumer Goods Suppliers

Fast moving consumer goods (FMGs) are relatively low priced goods with very short shelf-life and are purchased frequently on daily basis by customers [16]. These low-cost consumer goods include perishable and processed food products, over-the-counter medications and frequently purchased low-priced apparels and electronics components among others. In South Africa, the suppliers of processed products are food and beverage companies, healthcare and personal care product firms and suppliers of perishables such as vegetables, dairy, poultry and beef products among others.
The grocery SMEs provide one of the leading distribution channels of FMCGs [14]. Utilisation of third-party logistics (3PL) saves cost for enterprises [8]. A generic supply chain comprises of suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, retailers, and customers [1]. This study looked at the supply chain from the FMCG manufacturers or suppliers of finished products to the customer (grocery and apparel SMEs) to the consumers.

3.5. Third-Party Logistics Firms

The third-party logistics (3PL) firms deliver the right product at the right time at the right place at the right price [13]. The comprehensive services provided by 3PL include transportation, warehousing, cross-docking, inventory management, packaging and freight forwarding [4].

Transportation: the crucial movement of products/goods from the supplier to the customers.

Warehousing: receiving, safe-keeping, sorting of products, order preparations and dispatching orders to the customers among other functions.

Cross-docking: providing facility to receive goods and dispatch straight away to the customers without having to be stored in the warehouse.

Inventory management: stock management of the products in the warehouse.

Packaging: repacking bulk orders into small quantities as per order requirements.

Freight forwarding: coordination and shipment of products through the required mode of transportation.

The 3PL provide quality transportation management and process improvement. Some of the important functions of the 3PL firms include provisions of product visibility, creating low cost network and establishing reliable transit time [1]. These services are key to the success of the SMEs in South Africa.

3.6. Supply Chain Collaboration (SCC)

Supply chain collaboration (SCC) involves two or more independent enterprises working together, planning and executing the operations of supply chain management. The SCC happens at three levels: transaction integration, information-sharing and joint planning (strategic collaboration) [25].

Transaction integration: It is concerned with the process of procurement – buying, invoicing, payment and other related functions.

Information-sharing: It involves sharing of production, bill of materials and service levels among others.

Joint planning (strategic collaboration): It is concerned with the long-term supply chain cooperation (collaboration) that enhances efficiency and effectiveness of the operations.

The three levels of collaboration are applicable in all enterprises including the grocery SMEs in South Africa, as the practice render enterprises more competitive and sustainable. The optimisation of procurement and delivery services are some of the core functions of enterprises [13].

3.7. Competitive Advantage

Competitive advantage is “a firm’s ability to produce a good or service more efficiently than its competitors, which lead to a greater profit margin, creating a competitive advantage” [21]. Porter provided four sources of competitive advantage that can be summarised in two core areas of cost leadership and differentiation. This explains the Porter’s five forces model for SMEs marketing plan to enable them withstand competition. The five forces are: “competitive rivalry; threat of substitute products; bargaining power of buyers; threat of new entrants and bargaining power of suppliers” [29]. To withstand the threats posed by these forces, the South African grocery SMEs focus on saving on transportation optimisation which is the major cost driver of the business. Both forward and reverse flow of the products are considered when the SMEs share the transportation service in pursuit of competitiveness and sustainability.

3.8. Technology Use in Supply Chain Management

Technology allow entities including SMEs to connect to the world’s knowledge pool to create and establish opportunities for collaboration in supply chain. The supplier-customer integration is a typical example, where the electronic data exchange (EDI) or computer network link the supplier with the customer [13]. The technology is a driver and facilitator of change that can improve efficiency and effectiveness of a supply chain. The implementation of technology requires upfront analysis and planning to solve or mitigate problems in a supply chain [7]. The other technologies used in the supply chain include, enterprise resources (ERP), warehouse management (WMS), transport management systems (TMS), barcode and radio frequency identification (RFID).

The technologies used in the South African SMEs are not sophisticated as the functions are limited to enhanced order placement via internet and that require computer network and smart phones. The computers are also used for stock control [19].

4. Problem Statement

The SMEs are a crucial sector of the economy of nations, including South Africa due their sizeable contribution to the growth domestic product (GDP) and as a leading employer among other socio-economic benefits [23]. Apparently, this crucial role prompted the need to explore the success of the SMEs in the national economy. Thus, the study explored supply chain management as a competitive advantage for SMEs in South Africa.

4.1. Primary Objective

The primary objective of the study explored supply chain management application in the South African grocery SMEs
as a competitive advantage.

4.2. Empirical Objectives

Three empirical objectives were pursued as follows:
1. Exploring supply chain collaboration as an enabler of constant flow of products for continuous operations.
2. Exploring cost saving from transport optimisation accrued from shared 3PL transportation service by the SMEs.
3. Exploring that reverse logistics recovered value and reduced waste.

5. Methodology and Design

The qualitative research methodology and constructivism research paradigm were pursued in the exploration of supply chain management application as a competitive advantage for the SMEs in South Africa. Constructivism like qualitative research is the process through which interviews are conducted with participants to generate research data [10].

Research design is the framework of a study for generating empirical evidence to examine the research questions [22]. The empirical evidence of the study was derived from the data collected from the participants in the study, who were the owner/managers of grocery SMEs in Gauteng province of South Africa. The interviews were conducted telephonically due to the prevailing lockdown regulations to maintain social distancing in the country, in compliance with the Coronavirus pandemic regulations.

The study was grounded in the Porter’s theory of competitive advantage which emphasises on cost leadership and differentiation. A sample size of 16 SMEs comprising of eight grocery and 8 apparel stores were identified, and non-probability sampling process used. The participants were introduced to the study via e-mail and telephone, and they were assured of “confidentiality and non-disclosure, as posited in research methodology [9]”. They were informed of the interview duration of 10-15 minutes and that it was to be recorded with a digital voice recorder to allow for data analysis.

The recorded interviews were eventually transcribed, interpreted, coded and analysed via content analysis as prescribed in research methods [22]. The emerging views from the participants were expressed as major themes and sub-themes, which provided the outcome of the study.

6. Results and Discussions

The analysis of the transcribed data revealed six major themes and several sub-themes which supported the outcome of the study. The major themes comprised of transport optimisation, supplier-customer relationship, 3PL, products replacement, technology use and information sharing. The prominent sub-themes were transportation cost, own transport, use of smaller trucks, sharing transport, overstocking, damaged products and smart phones among others. The themes concurred with the views expressed by the participants and resonated with the primary and empirical objectives of the study. The technology in form of internet connectivity enhanced information flow and improved the supply chain collaboration between the FMCGs and 3PL suppliers and the grocery SMEs.

The three empirical objectives set for the study were achieved as stated:


The supplier-customer relationship was found to be key for the SMEs as it enabled timeous coordination of orders and transportation of goods by the 3PL providers. Small business requires constant supply of inventories to remain competitive, as they possess limited storage facilities. Thus, the relationship with the FMCGs and 3PL suppliers is crucial to facilitate continuous operations. This is confirmed by the remarks of participant 7:

“We try to establish good working relationship with manufacturers and wholesalers who are our suppliers. As the delivery costs are very high, small businesses in our region share outsourced transportation to reduce cost. Transportation is one of the major cost in our business and we try to control it to reduce costs”

6.2. Empirical Objective 2: “Exploring Cost Saving from Transport Optimisation Accrued from Shared 3PL Transportation Service by the SMEs”

One of the leading cost components of small and medium-sized enterprises is transportation. Traditionally, Enterprises had used own or hired transportation, but the cost still remained high. With the advent of SCM, SMEs has refocused on sharing transportation to reduce cost. SMEs in a given geographical location share 3PL logistics firms to utilise full-load transportation, which has cost reduction benefit. This optimised mode of transportation increases the SMEs profitability and makes them more competitive.

Participant 12 remarked:

“Transportation cost kills our business. Three 3PL firms in our area approached us to share transportation with other businesses and increase delivery frequencies which would also reduce cost. At first it sounded unique, but over ten years now we haven’t looked back. We receive supplies on the second day after placing orders as opposed to weekly and longer in the past”.

6.3. Empirical Objective 3: “Exploring That Reverse Logistics Recovered Value and Reduced Waste”

Reverse logistics is crucial for all businesses for recovering value from damaged and returned products. The process also benefits the environment, as the refurbished products are not dumped in the landfill as waste. Thus, creating value from damaged products and
reducing waste to the environment. As pertains to SMEs, value recovery is crucial, as these enterprises operate in a low margin environment. The recovered value adds to the profitability of the enterprises which is a competitive advantage.

The participants emphasised on the benefits of receiving compensation in form of products for resale or cash in lieu as follows:

“The shared transportation is also used to return the damaged goods and wrong orders received for replacement or refurbishing. We receive cash compensation or products for resale. This helps to reduce loses and we have reduced load to take to the landfills. We also recover value from packaging materials that we sell at minimal cost to the recyclers”.

7. Conclusion

The study explored the SCM application as a competitive advantage in the South African fast moving consumer goods SMEs. The qualitative research methodology and constructivism research paradigm were pursued. Porter’s theory of competitive advantage which emphasises on cost leadership and differentiation underpinned the study. The supplier–customer relationship between the SMEs and the product and transportation suppliers who were the FMCGs and 3PL firms was extensively covered to establish the empirical objectives set for the study.

The grocery SMEs in Gauteng province formed the sample of the study and an in-depth exploration of SCM was conducted covering the components of logistics management, reverse logistics, 3PL, supply chain collaboration, and the use of technology. Under the prevailing Coronavirus pandemic, the interviews were conducted telephonically with the owner/managers of the SMEs and recorded with a voice recorder. The recorded data was then transcribed, translated, coded and analysed via content analysis to establish the outcome of the study. Six major themes and a number of sub-themes emerged from the study and their interpretation indicated that the three empirical objectives set were established.

8. Managerial Implications

The study explored the application of supply chain management strategy in grocery SMEs in South Africa. The logistics management and reverse logistics which are components of SCM responsible for the management of the forward and backward flow of products, reflected management complexity involved. The theory of competitive advantage that underpinned the study stipulated how competitiveness was achieved through management of cost and differentiation of the products marketed. Other management implications were managing supplier-customer relationship through supply chain collaboration and managing the information and product flow using technology.

9. Recommendations

This study explored only the first moving consumer goods SMEs to establish how the application of SCM turned to be a competitive advantage. A future study is recommended to include the top-end retailers to provide a holistic level of the competitiveness achieved from the application of SCM in a wider range of enterprises. A mixed method would be preferred to try and narrow the gap in the outcome of the study.
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